reciprocal influence on one another, and their relation through the nervous and hormonal systems. The present level of medical science justifies the belief that the reciprocal influence of organs is effected through the endocrine vegetative system as a whole with the assistance of the psychic. The psychic functions in the process cannot be separated from the functions of the endocrine vegetative system. The method adopted in some countries of blocking the sympathetic nervous system by novocaine is probably based on the fact that novocaine interferes with the functions of the endocrine vegetative system, thereby affecting the cortex cerebralis and other organs. In this way the whole organism becomes affected, and particularly so that part of it in which the normal process is for some reason weakened, i.e., its part affected by the disease.
The effect of novocaine is short lasting, but the favourable reaction often sets in only after a few days; therefore we see here not the effect but the after-effect of novocaine.
Every interference with a process of the organism or with the normal inter-relation between organs calls forth a protective reaction of the whole organism. There is no doubt that such reaction is organized by the psychic endocrine vegetative system. The The paradoxical results which sometimes appear after some therapeutic or surgical interferences find their explanation in the protective process described above and generated by them in the organism.
We know that in cases of angina pectoris the , removal of the third sympathetic knot has beneficial results for the patient, though it has been proved by experience that this knot is the centre of the nerves dilating the arteria coronaris. What then is the reason for the! effect of the operation ? The whole of the psychic vegetative endocrine system reacts to the grave irritation caused by the operation; the disease in the muscles, nerves and arteries of the heart is subjected to the action of the protective process and an amelioration ensues, in spite of the fact that the centre for dilating the cardiac arteries has been removed; the remaining vegetative endocrine system, as a whole, counteracts the effect of the operation; and in the course of the general reaction of the organism the hormonal action of the various organs is stimulated (as we know, the adrenalin from supra-renal glands, and the hormone-like substances from the striped and cardiac muscle, dilate the cardiac arteries).
The following is a second illustration to our subject. It Practitioners should not be guided only by the action of medicine but also by the individuality of the patient, and should bear in mind the possible reaction of the organism, both immediate and distant.
3. The action of various medicines should be further investigated.
4. The effects of the various therapeutical interferences both on particular organs and on the organism as a whole, i.e., on the co-ordinating system of the organism (vegetative endocrine system and cortex cerebri) should be reinvestigated.
